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1995 Seniorbird Tournament 
Questions by Reptar on Ice 

1. Born in Brooklyn, he served in the Navy, but went to Trinity College, Dublin in his parent's native Ireland, where he has since 
lived writing his well known comic novels and short stories such as Meet My Maker, the Mad Molecule, The Saddest Summer 
of Samuel S., The Beastly Beatitudes of Balthazar B., and The Onion Eaters. FTP, identify this writer who is best known for his 
play, Fairy Tales of New York and for his first novel, The Ginger Man. 

Answer: James Patrick Donleavy 

2. One of the ''four perfect women" with the others including Khadija, Mary, the mother of Jesus, and Asiyah, the wife of the 
pharaoh drowned in the Red Sea, she is called bright-blooming meaning one who never menstruates although she did bear three 
children by Ali, an islamic saint and warrior. FTP, identify this Islamic holy woman, the daughter of Muhammad by his first wife, 
Khadija. 

Answer: Fatima 

3. The first was attended by 26 countries, and although the major question of arms linitations went unresolved, it banned poison 
gas, "dumdum" bullets, and aerial bombing from balloons. The second was attended by 44 countries, and again made no gains 
in arms limitations although it did place a ban on submarine mines. FTP, identify these two conferences held in 1899 and 1907 
in the Netherlands. 

Answer: Hague Conferences or International Peace Conferences 
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4. One of his principal concerns was to establish a properly scientific method for the study of society, and a basic theme in his 
writings is the importance of social order as in The Division of Labor in Society and his last major work, The Elementary Forms 
of Religious Life. FTP, identify this French social scienctist who at the University of Bordeaux taught the first course in sociology 
in France and who is best known for his work, Suicide: A Study in Sociology. 

Answer: Emile Durkheim 

5. Insects, lizards, certain relatives of lobsters, and even turkeys can all undergo this process whose name is derived from the 
greek for ''virgin birth': activated by increased calcium levels, an alteration of temperature, or by prodding with a needle. FTP, 
identify this process that involves a spontaneous activation of a mature egg followed by normal egg divisions and embryonic 
development without sperm or fertilization. 

Answer: parthenogenesis 

6. Among his roles have included the lovelorn narrator of Showtime's Red Shoe Diaries series, the obsessed researcher of serial 
killers in Kalifornia, and the transvestite detective Dennis/Denice on Twin Peaks. FTP, identify this actor who has gained fame 
more recently for his portrayal of Special Agent Fox Mulder in this year's best drama at the Golden Globes, the X-Files. 

Answer: David Duchovny 

7. He governed well in the Chersonese and even accompanied Darius against the Scythians, until he was left at a bridge across 
the Danube where he urged that it be destroyed so that he could be rid of a possible Persian enemy. He was vetoed, and in 
493, he left his kingdom for fear of an invasion. FTP, identify this statesman who in 490 became one of the ten Athenian generals 
and subsequently routed the Persian land forces at the Battle of Marathon. 

Answer: Miltiades 

8. At the young age of forty, he was appointed head of the Berlin Academy upon the recommendation of Euler and D'Alembert 
so that as Frederick II put it, the "greatest king in Europe" could have the "greatest mathematician in Europe" at his court, thus, 
providing the crowning achievement on the career of this Turin-born mathmatician. FTP, identify this Italian who is best known 
for publishing his methods using the calculus of variations in his book, Analytical Mechanics. 

Answer: Joseph Louis, comte de Lagrange 

9. Her first published works were the story collections Face to Face and the Soft Voice of the Serpent which became models 
for most of her later novels that dealt with integrity in a society divided by racial politics such as The Conservationist, The Lying 
Days, Occasion for Loving, and July's People. FTP, identify this writer known for her firm opposition to the cruelty and injustice 
of apartheid who received the 1991 Nobel Prize in Literature. 

Answer: Nadine Gordimer 

10. The daughter of the Duke of Urbino, she was married to the Duke d'Orleans, and at first, she was unable to conceive a child. 
However, despite fears of repudiation, she eventually bore 10 children of which seven survived with two of her daughters 
becoming queens of Spain and Navarre and three of her sons becoming kings of France. FTP, identify this queen of France, 
the wife of Henry II, and mother of Francis II, Charles IX, and Henry III. 

Answer: Catherine de Medicis 
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11. Among his many accomplishments included the invention of miner's safety lamps, and the discovery of the anaesthetic effect 
of nitrous oxide through his investigations into the respiration of gases. However, his fame chiefly rests on his discovery that 
chemical . compounds could be decomposed into their elements using electricity. FTP, identify this British scientist born in 
Penzance who used this method to discover the chemical elements barium, strontium, magnesium, and calcium. 

Answer: Sir Humphrey Davy 

12. In 1912, this group was enlarged to include the Die Brucke artists, Casimir Malevich, Georges Braque, and Paul Klee among 
others, and its yearbook of 1912 revealed their iconoclastic spirit introducing what were then avant-garde movements such as 
Cubism. FTP, identify this loose group of artists that originally included the composer Harold Schoenberg, Henri Rousseau and 
was cofounded in 1911 by Franz Marc and Wassily Kandinsky. 

Answer: Der Blaue Reiter or The Blue Rider 

13. Initially a teacher and a newspaper critic, in 1945, he met Tennessee Williams who encouraged him to write plays, resulting 
in instant success. However, in the 1960's, he experienced a series of failures with A Loss of Roses, Natural Affection, and 
Where's Daddy that eventually led to his 1973 suicide. FTP, identify this man often called the playwright of the Midwest, who 
is better known for such works as Farther Off From Heaven, Picnic, and Bus Stop. 

Answer: William Inge 

.14. His international career was launched at the 1937 Salzburg festival with his performance of Variations on a Theme of Frank 
Bridge soon travelling to the US where he spent the war years composing such musical works as Les Illuminations and Seven 

. Sonnets .. of..Michelangelo. FTP, identify this British composer best known for his later musical,.dramatic"works, such as Albert 
Herring, The Burning Fiery Furnace, Gloriana, and Billy Budd. 

Answer: Benjamin Britten 

15. As a brigadier general of militia, he commanded troops from North and South Carolina at the climactic batt,le of Eutaw 
Springs in 1781, but before that he had received his famous nickname from Lt. Col. Banastre Tarleton, his frustrated British 
pursuer, after the British capture of Charleston in May 1780. FTP, identify this Revolutionary War officer cursed with the 
nickname, the Swamp Fox. 

Answer: Francis Marion 

16. Its subject is the death of five nuns, drowned off the Welsh coast while seeking refuge in the US from religious persecution 
in Germany, and in intricate stanzas, full of complex metaphor and allusion, the poet deals with the problem of suffering, man's 
relationship with God, and the decline of religion. FTP, identify this 1875 poem, the masterpiece of Gerard Manley Hopkins. 

Answer: The Wreck of the Deutschland 

17. Forty miles long and 425 square miles in area, it is one of the largest of the Lesser Antilles, lying about 370 miles southeast 
of Puerto Rico, and since 1816, it has been a possession of France constituting an overseas department. It has a few areas 
of lowland although most of the island is dominated by two volcanoes, Pitons du Carbet and the 4800 foot Mount Pelee. FTP, 
identify this island with its capital at Fort-de-France. 

Answer: Martinique 

18. The author's stated purpose in this novel was to show the workings of divine providence in history, specifically, in the 
day-to-day events in the life of a common man telling of the attempts of Renzo and Lucia, two peasants in 17th Century 
Lombardy, to marry despite the threats of a local grandee, Don Rodrigo. FTP, identify this 1827 novel, often considered to be 
the greatest Italian novel of modern times written by Alessandro Manzoni. 

Answer: I Promessi Sposi or The Betrothed 

19. Four resistors, including the unknown one, are connected in a square, with a battery between one pair of diagonally opposite 
corners and a sensitive galvanometer between the other. When no current flows through the meter, the products of opposite 
pairs of resistances are equal. FTP, identify the common name of this electric circuit used for comparing or measuring 
resistances. 

Answer: wheatstone bridge 

20. In delivering this landmark decision, Justice Tom Clark said that, ''There is no war between the Constitution and common 
sense," and in it, the court declared that the Fourth Amendment's protection of the right of privacy was binding on the states 
through the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. FTP, identify this landmark 1961 Supreme Court case. 

Answer: Mapp v. Ohio 

21. The Great Stone Face, The Snow-Image, The Grey Champion, Howe's Masquerade, and Endicott and the Red Cross are 
among the numerous short stories of what great American writer best known for such novels such as The Marble Faun, The 
House of the Seven Gables, and The Scarlet Letter? 

Answer: Nathaniel Hawthorne 
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22. Born in Hillsborough County, New Hampshire, his father served two terms as a governor on New Hampshire, and he 
attended Bowdoin College befriending Nathanial Hawthorne, studying law, and marrying the daughter of the president of 
Bowdoin's daughter. FTP, identify this man who entered U.S. politics as a Senator, who in 1852 was elected as the 14th 
President of the United States. 

Answer: Franklin Pierce 

23. Occurring naturally as baddeleyite, it is corrosion-resistant at ordinary temperatures, owing to an inert oxide layer, and it is 
used in photographic flash bulbs and to clad uranium fuel elements in atomic reactors. FTP, identify this chemical element with 
an atomic weight of 91 and an atomic number of 40. 

Answer: Zirconium ...f r,.oc>~v5 
24. When he was a baby, his grandfather, Acrisius, was warned by an oracle that he would be killed by the child, and so he was 
placed with his mother, Danae aR~Ms in a wooden box. FTP, identify this Greek hero who did indeed go on to kill his 
grandfather in a freak discus accident and who is best known for slaying Medusa. 

Answer: Perseus 

25. Born in Malaga, the son of a Basque art teacher, he was influenced by Toulousse-Latrec beginning his first period, the Blue 
period, in 1901 with such works as The Old Guitarist. In 1907, he went on to anticipate Cubism with such works as Demoiselles 
d'Avignon and Seated Nude. FTP, identify this influential 20th century Spanish artist best known for the painting, Guernica. 

Answer: Pablo Picasso 
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1. Identify the following novels by Irish authors from a brief description for ten points or for five points if you need the author. 
1. 10) The events of one day, June 16, 1904, are recounted in the lives of its three main characters in this 1922 novel. 
5) James Joyce 

Answer: Ulysses 
2. 10) This 1925 novel is a psychological melodrama describing the last day of Gypo Nolan, a destitute Irish revolutionary who 
turned a comrade into the police for twenty pounds. 
5) Liam O'Flaherty 

Answer: The Informer 
3. 10) This 1800 novel depicts the dissolute life of Irish landlords of the 18th century who continually dissipate their fortunes until 
they become destitute. 
5) Maria Edgeworth 

Answer: Castle Rackrent 

2. Identify the following biochemical pathways from a brief description for ten points each. 
1. Beginning with pyruvate, this biochemical pathway is prevalent under anaerobic conditions with its numerous products 
including lactate, propionate, acetate, and ethanol. 

Answer: fermentation 
~IS0 be!!]inning with pyruvate, this biochemical pathway is prevalent under aerobic conditions, and intermediates include alpha 

keto-glutarate, succinate, fumarate, and oxaloacetate. 
Answer: citric acid cycle or TCA cycle (tricarboxylic acid cycle) or Krebs cycle 

3. This pathway is defined as the biosynthesis of glucose from noncarbohydrate precursors and can basically be defined as 
glycolysis in reverse. 

Answer: gluconeogenesis 

3. Identify the following about the films of that paragon of acting ability, Juliette Lewis, for the stated number of points. 
1. For five points, she played a snivelling brat in this Martin Scorsese film for which she received an Oscar nomination. 

Answer: Cape Fear 
2. For five points, she was almost tolerable besides the fact that she came off as being dumb as dirt in this Lasse Hallstrom film 
in which she starred opposite Johnny Depp and Leonardo Dicaprio. 

Answer: What's Eating Gilbert Grape? 
3. For ten points, she played a character who was both snivelling and dumb as dirt in this film as the girlfriend of serial killer, 
Brad Pitt, although the audience does receive the pleasure of seeing her get shot in the head. 

Answer: Kalifornia 
4. For an additional ten points, the audience not only gets the pleasure of seeing her get killed but also dismembered by Lena 
Olin in this film in which she plays the hapless hooker mistress of Gary Oldman. 

Answer: Romeo is Bleeding 

4. Identify the following easily confused German philosophers from a brief description for ten points each. 
1. Born in 1762, he was an important force in German romanticism who in 1794 in his Found~tion of the Complete Theory of 
Knowledge developed the distinction made earlier by Kant between phenomenal reality and the thing-in-itself. 

Answer: Johann Gottlieb Fichte 
2. His work Logical Inquiries and Thoughts Toward a Pure Phenomenology had a great influence on existentialists such as 
Jean-Paul Sartre. 

Answer: Edmund Husser! 
3. Greatly influencing the study of history and metaphysics, he saw reality as a dynamic process in works such as The 
Phenomenology of Right. 

Answer: Georg Friedrich Wilhelm Hegel 

5. Identify the following exponents of the nouveau roman or new novel in French literature for ten points each from a brief 
description. 
1. The Erasers and The Voyeur are among the novels of this French writer who began the nouveau roman movement with his 
1956 publication of Towards a New Novel. 

Answer: Alain Robbe-Grillet 
2. The Sea Wall and The Lover are among the best known works of this Indochine born novelist. 

Answer: Marguerite Duras 
3. The Wind, The Grass, and The Flanders Road are among the works of this Madagascar born novelist who was relatively 
unknown until he won the 1986 Nobel Prize in Literature. 

Answer: Claude Simon 



6. Like the odd attraction between tornadoes and trailer parks, U.S. ships often have become embroiled in international incidents. 
FTP each, identify the U.S. ship involved in the following affairs. 
1. In 1837, this U.S. ship was destroyed in American waters by Canadian troops because it was engaged in carrying supplies 
to the Canadian rebels. 

Answer: Caroline 
2. In 1968, this ship became the first naval vessel in U.S. history to surrender without a struggle when it was captured and 
escorted to the North Korean port of Wonsan. 

Answer: Pueblo 
3. The U.S. received a 75,000 dollar indemnity from Chile after two sailors on shore leave from this ship were killed by a mob 
attack in Valparaiso. 

Answer: Baltimore 

7. Identify the manner in which each of the following characters from opera met their end for five points each. Please be more 
specific on suicides. 
1 . ..carmen Answer: stabbed to death 

/f. Aida Answer: buried alive 
.A:"Mimi(La Boheme) Answer: consumption or tuberculosis 
4. Cio-Cio San(M. Butterfly) Answer: hari-kari (falls on a sword) 
5. Brunnhilde(The Ring ... ) Answer: throws herself on a funeral pyre 
6. Siegfried (The Ring ... ) Answer: stabbed to death 
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8. The Volga may rise in the Valdai hills and the Don may flow silently but those aren't the only Russian rivers. FTP, identify 
the following Russian rivers from a brief description for ten points each. 
1. The most important stream and waterway after the Volga River, it also rises in the Valdai hills west of Moscow running through 
Smolensk and Kiev before emptying in the Black Sea. 

Answer: Dneiper 
2. The seventh longest river in the world, it flows from the Altai Hills and is joined by its major tributary, the Irtysh, before 
flowing into the gulf which bears its name. 

Answer: Ob 
3. The upper and lower branches of this river both flow into the Yenisey, and it shares its name with a region in Siberia that was 
devastated by a meteor explosion in 1908 which because of its remote location only resulted in the death of a few reindeer. 

Answer: Tunguska 

9. Answer the following questions about the Council of Constance for ten points each. 
1. Summoned to the Council in 1415, he would not reject the views of John Wycliffe and was himself condemned and burned 
at the stake. 

Answer: John Huss 
2. Lasting from 1414 to 1418, the Council brought an end to what event in the Catholic Church which had begun in 1378? 

Answer: the Great Schism 
3. The Schism was resolved when this man was elected as sole pope in 1415. 

Answer: Martin V 

10. Identify the following randomly chosen physicists from clues about their lives or work for ten points or for five points if you 
need the year they won the Nobel Prize in Physics. 
1. 10) Born in 1856 and dying on the eve of the Battle of Britain, no fewer than seven of his research assistants won Nobel Prizes 
as it was largely due to his direction that England maintained a clear leadership in subatomic physics in the first half of the 
twentieth century. 
5) 1906 

Answer: J.J. Thomson 
2. 10) Working at Princeton, Columbia, and the University of Chicago after emigrating from Germany, she suggested that the 
atomic nucleus consisted of protons and neutrons with electrons arranged in an outer shell in 1948. 
5) 1963 

Answer: Marie Goeppert-Mayer 
3. 10) Discoveries by Carl Anderson and Cecil Powell substantiated this man's theories about an intermediate-sized particle, and 
he became the first person from his country to win the Nobel Prize. 
5) 1949 

Answer: Hideki Yukawa 



11. Identify the following Southeast Asian leaders with neat names from a brief description for ten points each. 
1. This palindromic Cambodian leader's government was overthrown by the Khmer Rouge in 1975. 

Answer: Lon Nol 
2. This Burmese diplomat found peaceful solutions to the Cuban Missile Crisis and to conflicts in the Congo and Cyprus during 
his term from 1962-1971 as Secretary General of the United Nations. 

Answer: U Thant 
3. Serving as prime minister of the government that overthrew Lon Nol, this Khmer Rouge leader oversaw the murder and exile 
of millions before being overthrown by a Vietnamese backed faction. 

Answer: Pol Pot 

126.I~iR.Toh ~f II 13 ky E I'd th t" f b~fd" . h . uelltlty teo oWing wac non- uc lean ma ema IClans rom a ne escn . pOints eac . 
1. Bb~ 1792, this Russian mathematician developed the first n -Ettc' ean geometry, or hyperbolic geometry. 

Jtr'Tsw~ Nikolai Ivanovitch Lobachevski 
2. Reknowned as ciClneHs violinist, this YRg Ian mathematician is sometimes considered the co-founder of non- Euclidean 
geometry because he develop~ in 1823 before Lobachevski. 

Answer: Ja~elyai 
3. This German....rnathematician is best known for developing elliptica ()me1!:Y~ich is often named for him. 
~nsWer: Georg Friedrich Bernhard Riemann 

13. Identify the following plays which requires no knowledge of theatre lighting but which probably require the knowledge of a 
·(!jreaded.;(ist.,or two for ten points each. . ... ,,'J on "i, 10 " ., ,' .," , . .•. .. 

1. Abbie Cabot smothers her newborn child to prove her illicit love for her stepson Eben in this Eugene O'Neill play that is 
probably darkly lit. 

. Answer: Desire Under the Elms 
2. Lady Snearwell and Lady Teazle form a group of friends who often meet for the purpose of creating and spreading malicious 
gossip in this perhaps brightly lit comedy by Richard Sheridan. 

Answer: The School for Scandal 
3. This play is probably also darkly lit as it tells of the Hubbard family, repr~sentatives of the ruthless and rapacious new breed 
of Southerners. 

Answer: The Little Foxes 

14. Identify the following men who served as consuls of the late Roman Republic from a brief description for ten points each. 
1. He was elected consul in 63 BC defeating Cataline who decided he would take matters into his own hands and attempt to 
invade Rome. 

Answer: Cicero 
2. This man broke Roman law by serving as consul seven times and serving as virtual dictator before being opposed by Sulla 
with whom he fought a civil war. 

Answer: Marius 
3. He became consul in 59 BC before becoming a military hero as commander of Roman armies in the Gallic Wars. 

Answer: Julius Caesar 

15. Given a painting, identify the school of art to which its artist belonged for ten points or for five points if you need the artist. 
1. 10) The Course of Empire 
5) Thomas Cole 

Answer: Hudson River School 
2. 10)Broadway Boogie-Woogie 
5) Piet Mondrian 

Answer: De Stijl or Neo-Plasticism 
3. 10) Embarkation to the Island of Cythera 
5) Jean-Antoine Watteau 

.Answer: Rococo 

16. Identify the following members of the Algonquin Round Table from a brief description for ten points each . . 
1. The theater critic of Life and the New Yorker, his sketches of the trials and tribulations of the average man are collected in 
such works as Love Conquers All, Pluck and Luck, and The Treasurer's Report. 

Answer: Robert Benchley 
2. Moss Hart, Edna Ferber, Katherine Dayton, and Alexander Woollcott were among the many authors he collaborated with on 
plays such as Stage Door, Dinner at Eight, The Land is Bright, and Of Thee I Sing. 

Answer: George S. Kaufman 
3. This Pennsylvania born journalist and playwright won the 1930 Pulitzer Prize for his play based on Roark Bradford's stories 
of the black's conception of the Old Testament entitled The Green Pastures. 

Answer: Marc Connelly 



17. Identify the following associated with the eye for ten points each. 
1. Also known as visual purple, this protein derived from vitamin A found in the retina of many vertebrates is bleached allowing 
light and dark distinction in the eye. 

Answer: rhodopsin 
2. The concentration of cones and lack of rods in this area of the retina makes this the most sensitive part of the eye with 
respect to acuity and color vision. 

Answer: fovea 
3. The fovea is located in the center in the yellowish center of this portion of the retina on the visual axis of the eye. 

Answer: macula lutea 

18. Identify the following short stories of Mark Twain from a brief description for ten points each. 
1. This short story was posthumously published in 1916 and edited from various manuscripts by A.B. Paine telling of an 
encounter in the medieval Austrian village of Eseldorf between young Theodor Gischer and a strange man who turns out to be 
Satan. 

Answer: The Mysterious Stranger 
2. A sack given to cashier Edward Richards that is said to contain a fortune in coins but instead contains lead slugs begins the 
series of events that destroys a town that is ''the most honest and upright in all the region." 

Answer: The Man Who Corrupted Hadleyburg 
3. This story tells of how Dan'l Webster gets his gullet filled with quail shot by a stranger, thus, leading to the defeat of his 
gambling master, Jim Smiley. 
h U ,1j.tW ,~" Answer: The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County . . c., .I..... ,,"I ii' , • •.. c ,,: ,,", , . _', 

19. Identify the following about the Muses of Greek mythology for the stated number of points. 
,.,.r. For five points, all or nothing, identify the father and mother of the Muses. 

Answer: Zeus and Mnemosyne 
2. Although they were born on Mt. Olympus in Pieria, for ten points, identify the mountain in Boeotia which was sacred to them. 

Answer: Mount Helicon 
3. Five points for three, ten points for six, or fifteen points for all nine(-glve the names of the Muses. ./ 

Answer: Cal~pe, gi6, Er9to, Eut.,¢rpe, Mel~rt1ene, ~hymnia, Ter8-sichore, Thy.tia, and Ur~nla 

20. Identify the following presidential election years given the popular slogan of that year for ten points or for five pOints if you 
need the man who won. 
1. 10) "He kept us out of war." 
5) Woodrow Wilson 

Answer: 1916 
2. 10) "Ma, Ma, where's my Pa? Gone to the White House, HA HA HAl" 
5) Grover Cleveland 

Answer: 1884 
3. 10) "Rum, Romanism, and Rebellion" 
5) Grover Cleveland 

Answer: 1884 

21. Given a work that won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, identify its author for five points each. 
1. Angle of Repose Answer: Wallace Stegner 
2. The Late George Apley Answer: J.P. Marquand 
3. The Town Answer: Conrad Richter 
4. In This Our Life Answer: Ellen Glasgow 
5. The Edge Of Sadness Answer: Edwin O'Connor 
6. The Killer Angels Answer: Michael Shaara 

22. Identify the following major party losing vice-presidents given the year for ten points, or for five points if you need the losing 
candidate. 
1. 10) 1920 
5) James Cox 

'Answer: Franklin D. Roosevelt 
2. 10) 1972 
5) George S. McGovern 

Answer: R. Sargent Shriver 
3. 10) 1944 
5) Thomas E. Dewey 

Answer: John W. Bricker 
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23. Identify the capitals of the following island nations for five points each. 
1. Seychelles Answer: Victoria 
2, Solomon Islands Answer: Honiara 
3. Tonga Answer: Nuku'alofa 
4. Trinidad and Tobago Answer: Port of Spain 
5. Tuvalu Answer: Funafuti 
6. Vanuatu Answer: Port Vila 

24. Given the reason for the Nobel Prize in Chemistry, identify the scientist for ten points each. 
1. For the contributions to our knowledge of the chemistry of radioactive substances, and his investigations into the origin and 
nature of isotopes. 

Answer: Frederick Soddy 
2. In recognition of the extraordinary services he has rendered to the advancement of chemistry by his electrolyte theory of 
dissociation. 

Answer: Svante Arrhenius 
3. For his research on the carbon dioxide assimilation in plants. 

Answer: Melvin Calvin 

25. Identify the following winners of the Grand Slam in tennis from a brief description for ten points each. 
1. She is the only person to win the Golden Slam which includes the Grand Slam plus the Olympic Gold Medal for that year 
whieh,was '1-988. - . . . - !:. .:1 I.' I ...... . 

Answer: Steffi Graf 
2. She became the first woman to win the Grand Slam in the Open Era when she swept through the tournaments in 1970. 

Answer: Margaret Smith Court 
3. He was the first person to win the Grand Slam in tennis as well as the only American when he won in 1938. 

Answer: Don Budge 




